
Good morning Kelmarsh,

It’s Wednesday … we are half way through the week!

Yesterday I home-schooled my girls as well as planning for you. 
We started our school day with a  2km jog, followed by Jo Wicks 
PE slot live on Youtube at 9am. I couldn’t get it to work on my 
laptop but it worked well on the TV. If you haven’t tried it yet, 
it’s great fun, although I now realise I’m not as fit as Isla and 
Millie!!!

Today is World Down-Syndrome Day! I know some of you will be 
wearing your LOTSOFSOCKS to celebrate! 

Parent’s/ carers you are doing a fab job out there!!! Juggling my 
own work alongside sorting out computer technical issues and 
helping children with their work has been challenging and I know 
many of you are facing similar issues (with toddlers as well). As 
for my house … I think I am going to have to bring home 
economics into our timetable- lesson one being  ‘How to use a 
hoover!’ and lesson two-’How to pick up after yourself’. 



1) 6 + 3  = 9

2) 16 + 3 = 19

3) 6 + 13 = 19

4) 16 + 13 = 29 

Maths

5)   17 - 8  = 9

6)   15 - 8 = 7

7)   13 - 8 = 5

8)    11 - 8 = 3

9)  16 - 9  = 7

10) 16 - 8 = 8

11) 16 - 7 =  9

12) 16 - 6 =  10

Parents/ carers Yesterday’s maths answers . As you are marking with your child, encourage 
them to spot any patterns – by asking questions such as, ‘What do you notice? What’s the 
same? What’s different? ‘



Apply: Using what you have learnt from the previous slide, write 
the number sentences in your home learning book and fill the         with  
+ or  - . 

1) 13      4 = 9

2) 16       2 = 14

3) 4       4 =  0

4) 1 + 12 =  

Maths

5)  5        10  =  15

6)  19      4 = 15

7)  8      8 =   16

8)  8      4      3 = 15 

-

-

-

13

+

-

+

+ +

Parents/ carers
Yesterday’s maths answers



Welcome to Kelmarsh Online

dohb reyah oo trah
(Parents/ carers – our language of the 
term is Russian. This is how we say 
good morning when we do the register.)



Today’s Timetable Kelmarsh

Lesson 1 Book Talk

Lesson 2 Maths

Break

Lesson 3 Phonics/ Word of the Day

Lesson 4 English

Break/ Lunch

Lesson 5

Lesson 6

Music 

Computers                               

Parents/carers tip: 
this follows our 
typical daily 
timetable

However, you might 
want to start the 
day with …



Book Talk 

The Elves and the 
Shoemaker (Part 2)
By Jim LaMarche (Retold from 
the Brothers Grimm) 

Parents/carers tip: the children know what we do in 
book talk. Please go onto the next slide once you 
have read the title and author with the child – text 
for this book is included in the PowerPoint



Reading Skills Key Stage 1
Week 1

Decoding

S1Book Talk 

Parents/carers tip: the focus today is on the two 
reading skills with orange arrows



Word Definition Word class

buyers Someone who get 
something by paying it 
with money. 

noun

lacking To need, want, or be 
short of - lacks money verb

double Making it twice as many verb

pairs (of 
shoes)

Two things that match 
or are meant to be used 
together like a pair of 
shoes or a pair of gloves

noun

lamp An object in the home 
that produces light noun

Parents, carers,

These are key words 
in the text that the 
children might find 
tricky to read or 
unsure of the 
meaning. I normally 
read the word and 
get the children to 
echo. I then tell 
them the meaning 
and put it in a 
sentence to make it 
sense for them. We 
then talk about the 
word class (right 
hand column)

Book Talk 



Reading the text
Parents/carers,

In class we split into ability groups and 
take it in turns to read the text – using 
the handy hints help us decode tricky 
words.

One group always has an adult with them. 
Here, the adult will model reading the text 
on day one. Then on day two the children 
will begin to read the text with the adult 
supporting. Your child will know if they 
usually work with Mrs Maloney during book 
talk. 

I normally change the text every two to 
three days but the questions will differ 
daily. Re-reading the same text encourages 
confidence, fluency and expression.

Book Talk 



Again that evening, the shoemaker cut out the leather for the shoes and 
went to bed. And once again, in the morning, there were the shoes – finished. 
Buyers were not lacking for these either, and as before, they were so 
pleased, they paid double the price. Now the shoemaker had enough money to 
buy leather for four more pairs of shoes.

The next morning, just as before, there were the shoes already made.  On 
and on it went. What ever the shoemaker cut out in the evening was finished 
by the morning. Soon the news of the splendid shoes spread throughout the 
town, and the shoemaker and his wife were no longer poor. 

One evening, not long before Christmas, as the shoemaker cut more leather 
for shoes, his wife spoke. “Dear husband, who has made us so rich? What if 
we were to stay up tonight and see who comes into our shop?”

The shoemaker agreed. So that night they lit a small lamp in the hall, hid 
behind their coats and waited. 

Book Talk 



Parents/ carers tip:
Using the text, encourage your child to talk about what they have just read using 
the following questions

Book Talk 

Why did the shoemaker have enough 
money to buy leather for four more 
pairs? 

The shoemaker had enough money because 
….. 

Now the shoemaker had enough money to buy leather 
for four more pairs of shoes.



Parents/ carers tip:
Using the text, encourage your child to talk about what they have just read using 
the following questions

Book Talk 

Why were the shoemaker and his 
wife no longer poor?  

The shoemaker and his wife were 
no longer poor because …



Parents/ carers tip:
Using the text, encourage your child to talk about what they have just read using 
the following questions

Book Talk 

What do you think will 
happen next. 

I think …

The shoemaker agreed. So that night they lit a small 
lamp in the hall, hid behind their coats and waited. 



Maths

Parents/carers tip: we are now moving into our 
maths class





One more one lessMaths

Spend 5 minutes with you child giving them a starting number
e.g.  12
Ask them ‘one more than 12’ and they say 13
Ask them ‘one less than 12’   and they say 11

If they are struggling, get them to use a ruler and get them to point their 
finger at the given number and ‘count on’ for one more. Then return finger 
to original number. and ‘count back’ for one less.

Aim for fluency without a ruler.
Challenge – move numbers beyond 100.

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/chopper-squadExtra practise on 
one more one less 
(or parent needs to 
help another child/ 
put a wash on!)

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/chopper-squad


Revisiting and improvingMaths

Model: What we should know! 
Addition also means making an amount BIGGER by adding to it.

Model: What we should know! 
Subtracting is making an amount SMALLER. Another word for this is 
DECREASING

Parent/ carer tip: 
If your child misread read the 
symbol in a calculation (e.g. added 
instead of subtracted) ask them 
Look at your symbol … what should 
happen to the answer? Has yours 
done that?  This encourages them 
to start checking their work to see 
if their answer is reasonable before 
moving on. 



Review

1) 3 + 5  = 

2) 1 + 9 = 

3) 4 + 8 = 

4) 6 + 7 = 

5)   9 - 6  = 

6)   12 - 10 = 

7)   15 - 5 = 

8)    18 - 3 =  

9)  15 + 5  = 

10) 17 - 8 = 

11) 6 + 11 =  

12) 10 - 7 =  

Parent/ carer tip: 
Using the skills learnt over the last couple of days, are 
they increasing in impendence? In speed? If not, plenty 
of practise using the app numbots will help this! Any 
problems logging on, please email Mrs Withey!



L.O. Can I compare numbers?Maths

Model: What we should know! 

‘Same’ words
same
equivalent
as many as
equal
the same number as

‘Bigger than’ words
bigger
more
greater
larger

‘Smaller  than’
words
smaller
less 
fewer



L.O. Can I compare numbers?Maths

Model: What we should know! 

‘Biggest’ words
the most
the greatest
the largest

‘Smallest  than’ words
the least number
the fewest
the smallest



L.O. Can I compare numbers?Maths

Model: What we should know! Our friend Chomp! 

>
This symbol means 
‘is more than’
‘is bigger than’
‘is greater than’
‘is larger than’

< 
This symbol means
‘is less than’
‘is smaller than’

=
This symbol means 
‘is equal to’
‘is the same as’ 
‘is equivalent to’



L.O. Can I compare numbers?Maths

Model: What we should know! Our friend Chomp! 

6 > 3

Six 
strawberries is 
greater than 

three 
strawberries



L.O. Can I compare numbers?Maths

Model: What we should know! Our friend Chomp! 

3 < 5

3 
raspberries 
is less than 

5 
raspberries 



L.O. Can I compare numbers?Maths

Model: What we should know! Our friend Chomp! 

2 = 2

two 
cherries is 

the same as 
two 

cherries 



L.O. Can I compare numbers?Maths

Practise: Use <  > = to compare numbers.  Write the number 
sentences neatly in your 
home learning book. 

Parents/ carers Tip:
If your child is not secure with 
this, give them plenty of practical 
practise with two pencils to make 
the inequality symbols and some 
objects

1) 4      5  

2) 1      9  

3) 4      8  

4) 6      7  

5)   29      16   

6)   12      10  

7)   15       15  

8)    56      63   



L.O. Can I compare numbers?Maths

Model: What we can do now? We can use our addition 
and subtraction skills to solve other comparison 
sentences.  

9 - 3 > 2
9 – 3 = 6
6 is bigger 

than 2



L.O. Can I compare numbers?Maths

Model: What we can do now! We can use our addition and 
subtraction skills to solve other comparison sentences.  

11 + 4 < 16
11 + 4 = 15

15 is less 
than 16



L.O. Can I compare numbers?Maths

Model: What we can do now! We can use our addition and 
subtraction skills to solve other comparison sentences.  

6 + 6 = 12
6 + 6 = 12
12 is the 

same as 12



L.O. Can I compare numbers?Maths

Practise:                                  Appy: 

1) 6 + 3        7

2) 7       6 + 3

3) 14 + 4       19

4) 14 – 4        10        

1) 6 + 3        7 -2

2) 3 + 9       5 + 7

3) 14 + 4       14 -4       

4) 12-10      12- 5 + 5        



L.O. Can I compare numbers? More ideas

Online practise

Song: About Chomp  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xGvrG6049wE

Game: < > numbers to 20 
https://www.education.com/game/less-than-
greater-than/

Arty ideas: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xGvrG6049wE
https://www.education.com/game/less-than-greater-than/


Take a break!



Phonics/ 
Word of the Day 

Parents/carers tip: we are now moving into our 
Phonics class



Review – ea digraph (digraph 2 letters 1 sound)
Phonics

eat

bread

(Parents/ carers – read and ask child to echo)

Same spelling different sounds



Review – ea digraph (digraph 2 letters 1 sound)
Phonics

farmer

her

(Parents/ carers – read and ask child to echo)

Same spelling different sounds



L.O. Can I say the alternative pronunciations for the  a grapheme?
Phonics

(Parents/ carers – read and ask child to echo)

Same spelling different sounds

a a
hat bacon

Parents/ carers tips
Teach alternative pronunciation for 
grapheme a.  

Display a word where the a is 
pronounced as in Phase 2 (e.g. hat) 
ask the chn to sound talk and read 
the word.  (robot arms and blending 
hands)

h-a-t    hat 

Display a word with the alternative 
pronunciation for a (e.g. bacon), sound 
talk and read it with incorrect 
pronunciation and explain this is a 
rubbish word.  

Ask chn, which grapheme do they 
think has a different pronunciation? 
Sound talk word again with correct 
pronunciation and explain how 
sometimes u can be pronounced 
differently. 

b-a-c-o-n     bacon



L.O. Can I say the alternative pronunciations for the  a grapheme?
Phonics

Parent/ carer top tip: Write these words on bits of paper for child to sort

a a
hat bacon

Hat, splash, band, laptop, grand, 
bacon, apron, angel, apricot, bagel



L.O. Can I say the alternative pronunciations for the  a grapheme?

Will you wear a hat when you eat a bacon 
sandwich in the bath? 

Phonics

Parent/ carer top tip: Encourage the child to read the sentence. Help with meanings

a a



L.O. Can I say the alternative pronunciations for the  a grapheme?

Can you watch a wasp sting a lady or will it 
be too fast? 

Phonics

Parent/ carer top tip: Encourage the child to read the sentence. Help with meanings

a a



L.O. Can I say the alternative pronunciations for the  a grapheme?

Would an angel want to visit a bank in the 
afternoon?

Phonics

Parent/ carer top tip: Encourage the child to read the sentence. Help with meanings

a a



Word of the day

Mrs Maloney’s Mrs Thornely’s

last watch

You can have my last sweet.

I like to watch football.
Parent / carer tip: your child need to learn the 
spelling of the group they normally work in (Mrs 
Maloney - Mrs Thornely’s need to learn both. )



• https://www.newphonicsplay.co.uk

Parents/carers tip: Phonics play is free for everyone at the 
moment – please use the details below to log into the system if 
you want your child to do extra phonics practise.



English

Parents/carers tip: we are now moving into our 
English class



English - Grammar

Review: What is a noun? 

girl

teddy
cakeschool



English - Grammar

Model: What we should know! 

Nouns are the names of people, place 
and things.

girl

teddy
cakeschoolParents/carers tip: 

we want the children 
to know this off by 
heart



English - Grammar

Watch: Review



Apply: Read the sentences to an adult and say the nouns. Or, even 
better, use this as handwriting  practise and write the sentences 
neatly in your home learning book and highlight the nouns. The number 
at the end shows how many nouns in the sentence. 

English - Grammar

1) My birthday is in September. (2)

2) Ben’s favourite food is chocolate. (3)

3) The ancient oak tree was covered in ivy. (2)

4) Josh, Liam and Sam went to the cinema after school. (5)

5) The flowers were bright yellow and smelled beautiful. (1)



English - Grammar

More practise 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrqqtfr/artic
les/zpd8ng8

Parents/carers tip: 
we want the children 
to know this off by 
heart

Video

Highlighting 
activity

Quiz

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrqqtfr/articles/zpd8ng8


Recap: What is a noun? 
English - Grammar

(Parents/ carers – help children learn the definition.
Continue to get them to spot nouns around the house and 

garden)



Don’t forget … part of English is 
reading everyday!

English -

(Parents/ carers – can you make sure that your child reads to 
you and/ or you read to them every day. Thank you!) 



Take a break!
Or time for lunch? 



Music

Parents/carers tip: we are now moving into our 
Music class



Music

RAPPING RHYTHM

What to do:

• Ask the children whether they know what a rhythm is. Give an example by 
clapping your hands together: two quick claps, pause, and then two slow claps.

• Tell the children to build on this rhythm by adding more sounds.

• If your whole family are playing, get them to sit in a circle. Choose one 
person to go first. That person will be A. A starts the rhythm, then each 
child repeats the sequence, adding one sound of their own until everyone has 
had a turn in continuing the rapping rhythm. 

• Try it with the children making other sounds such as shh, tippity tap, phut, 
boing. Tell them to use any part of their bodies, including voices, to extend 
and keep the rhythm going without too many pauses.

• When the rhythm gets back to A, the group do the final rhythm together. 

• How about face timing your Grandparents and playing with them too? 



Computers

Task 1: Type a lovely email (or text 
message) to your Grandparents, telling 
them that you love them!

Task 2: Make sure that you can get 
onto Numbots. Let us know if you can’t! 



Something Extra? 

Parent / carer tip: 
This is not part of the curriculum but it might be a fun activity to do 
with the family that will develop the five thinking skills needed for 
learning. (information processing, enquiry, creative, evaluation)

Each day I will plan an activity that supports different learning styles.

Visual Learning

Audtiory Leaning

Tactile Leaning

Kinaesthetic Learning



Thinking skill: Evaluation, information processing

What to do:
• Ask the children to say words containing the letter string
• -igh, like night, and sight. Write their suggestions down.
• Decide if you or your child will be A and B.
• A has to think of –igh word, write it down without B 

seeing it and place it face down. 
• A then traces the first letter of the word on their partner’s 

back and then the following letters in turn. When B 
recognises the word they say it aloud.

• If B is incorrect, A says ‘Try again’ and then traces the 
word again. B can keep trying to guess the word. 

• If B is correct, A says YES and shows the B the word.
• A and B can swap over each time one of them guesses the 

word correctly.



PE
Check out Gavin and Jo’s GLK PE and 
Gymnastics Youtube channel 

GLK Academies-
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvg-

J-wytdOdnMSo6xVgHbA?safe=true

Wanting PE daily?
9am PE with Jo Wickes
https://www.youtube.com/thebodycoachtv

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvg-J-wytdOdnMSo6xVgHbA?safe=true
https://www.youtube.com/thebodycoachtv


Hope you have 
enjoyed today! 

Miss you already!

I’ll be back 
tomorrow!


